Strawberry Studios of Stockport
and its role in Manchester music
Peter Wadsworth
One of the accepted narratives of Manchester’s musical history, born out of punk
music’s iconoclastic statements of the late 1970s, is that the period between the late
1960s and the arrival of punk in 1976 was one of a lack of musical activity in the
city. This period, book-ended by the excitement of groups such as The Hollies, The
Mindbenders and Herman’s Hermits and the sheer raw energy of The Buzzcocks,
The Fall and Joy Division was proclaimed to be a ‘musical desert’1 in which little of
any consequence or significance occurred and in which the notion of regional pride
or independence was said to be lacking. However, one small Stockport concern,
Strawberry Recording Studios, might be said to challenge this conventional narrative
and provide a bridge between the 1960s and late 1970s to suggest a continuous and
thriving Manchester pop music scene from the 1960s onwards. And, in spite of having
closed down in 1993, Strawberry’s historical prominence gradually developed in the
twenty-first century, culminating in the record-breaking exhibition, held in Stockport
Museum over twenty months in 2017/18, to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the
studio’s founding. This article will review and reassess both Strawberry’s contribution to
Manchester music history and also the development of its own historical presence over
recent years.
The historical narrative
In 1967, with all professional recording studios located in London and owned by
the major record companies, even the world-leading bands (such as The Beatles)
were expected to visit the capital for recording purposes. It was in this setting that
Peter Tattersall (b. 1942), who had worked in the music industry as a road manager
for The Dakotas, decided to take on a small, basic studio above the Stockport music
store, Nield and Hardy’s, and build it up into a professional facility that might offer
recording opportunities for local bands who would struggle to travel to London. Peter
paid approximately five hundred pounds to take over the studio and, for the next few
months, worked from seven in the morning until two in the afternoon at a local bakery
in order to raise money for equipment. He even gave the studio its own name, Inter
City, based on the British Rail service between Manchester and London (via Stockport),
as a nod to his intention of challenging the London studio scene.
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One of the earliest
press mentions for
the Studio (Stockport
Express, 23 November
1967)

It was at this point that Eric Stewart (b. 1945), a member of The Mindbenders,
became associated with the Studio. Having always wanted to become involved in that
side of the business, Stewart accepted an offer from Tattersall to become a partner and,
in spite of being told that it was a waste of time, money and effort, he invested eight
hundred pounds2 in Inter City and set about improving the standard of the equipment.
His arrival also later brought about a change of name for the studio; Stewart’s favourite
song at the time was The Beatles’ Strawberry Fields Forever so he and Tattersall chose
the name Strawberry Recording Studios, with the catchy advertising slogan ‘Strawberry
Studios Forever’ in mind.
Within a few months, though, Strawberry’s owners were told that they were
considered to be a fire-risk to the historic building next door and would have to vacate
the premises. After much searching, secretary Pauline Renshaw found a building in
nearby Waterloo Road that offered a suitable shell for a recording studio and they set
about constructing the studio space themselves. With additional financial support from
other backers – local songwriter Graham Gouldman (b. 1946) invested £2,0003 and the
artist-management firm Kennedy Street Enterprises also became a partner and provided
some much-needed respectability for the project4 – Strawberry upgraded its equipment
and began to offer recording facilities for a wide variety of locally-based artists. By
1969, Gouldman was working in New York for the Kasenetz-Katz ‘bubblegum’ music
organization and he persuaded them to base their UK operations at Strawberry and to
use Stewart and two other friends, Kevin Godley (b. 1945) and Lol Creme (b. 1947), as
session musicians. The money from these sessions saw the trio producing records to be
released under a variety of pseudonyms and, although they felt there was little artistic
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merit in these tracks, they allowed the studio the purchase of a four-track tape machine
and, in 1970, for Stewart, Godley and Creme to record a single together under the
name Hotlegs which reached number two in the UK charts.

Hotlegs’ Neanderthal
Man with, unusually
for the time, the
Studio noted on
the record label
(Strawberry Archive)

Although a Hotlegs album followed, the group (now joined back in Stockport by
Gouldman) settled for working in Strawberry as producers and, occasionally, backing
musicians for a wide variety of other artists. These included songs by Manchester City,
Leeds United, Everton and Bury football clubs and, most notably, fading American star
Neil Sedaka (b. 1939), who made a comeback by recording two albums at Strawberry,
with Stewart, Gouldman, Godley and Creme as his backing musicians and coproducers.
Left image: Left to
right, Gouldman,
Sedaka, Creme,
Godley and Stewart
in the Studio; and,
Right image, Stewart
mixes at the Helios
desk whilst the other
musicians listen
(Strawberry Archive)

Having worked hard for others to be successful, the four musicians decided to
record together for themselves and, with the backing of Jonathan King’s UK Records,
they released a single in 1972, Donna, under the name of 10cc, which reached number
two in the UK charts. The period between 1972 and 1976 was one of great success
for 10cc and one that, consequently, established Strawberry as a major recording
studio. All four 10cc albums (and eight top-ten singles, including two Number One
records) were recorded in Stockport and, as the band invested their financial gains into
Strawberry, it allowed the Studio to progress from four to twenty-four track and to
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bring in the internationally-renowned acoustic designers, Westlake Audio, to design
and construct a new control room. As well as being home for 10cc, Strawberry was
still available for outside bookings and the Studio was used by such artists as Paul
McCartney (who recorded an album at Strawberry with his brother Mike McGear),
The Bay City Rollers, Mandalaband and Granada Television, who pre-recorded tracks
for those artists appearing on their ‘Lift Off’ music programme. Indeed, Strawberry
became so successful that, by 1975, 10cc were having difficulty in booking time in
their own studio and, by the time they had recorded their 1976 album How Dare You
in Stockport, they had already taken the decision to build a second Strawberry Studios,
this time (ironically) in Dorking, Surrey, to give themselves the time and space that had
been available in the early days in Stockport. Unfortunately, by the time they began to
record their first album at Strawberry South, 10cc had split in half, with Godley and
Creme leaving the band to pursue a separate career.
In spite of 10cc’s move to Strawberry South, the period from 1976 onwards was
still one of success for Strawberry North and, by the end of the decade, they were able
to open a second, smaller studio across the road (known as Strawberry 2) in an attempt
to offer recording facilities (utilizing some of the Studio’s older equipment) at a reduced
rate.

Strawberry Studio 2
promotional brochure
1981 (Strawberry
Archive)
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As well as the return of artists who had already used the Studio (such as Godley
and Creme, Barclay James Harvest, The Syd Lawrence Orchestra and, indeed, 10cc
for one last visit in 1982/83), a new generation of bands visited Stockport to record
their work. By the late 1970s, Factory producer Martin Hannett was beginning an
association with Strawberry that would last until his death in 1991, producing such
bands as Joy Division, Durutti Column, Pauline Murray, The Names, Minny Pops,
Stockholm Monsters and The Stone Roses, and using the Studio facilities to mix songs
by OMD, A Certain Ratio and The Happy Mondays. Other notable names who
recorded at Strawberry included The Buzzcocks, New Order, Crispy Ambulance, Blitz,
The Wake, James, The Smiths, Simply Red and Saint Winifred’s School Choir.

Advertisement placed
in Beat Instrumental,
December 1976
(Strawberry Archive)

By 1986, however, the recording studio industry was in a state of flux with the
advent of digital recording and the growing number of ‘do-it-yourself ’ computerized
instruments such as the Synclavier and Fairlight. Strawberry, in spite of its reputation,
was finding it difficult to keep up with these changes and in March 1986 it was
announced in the local press that the Studio was being purchased by a rival concern,
Yellow 2 (who had taken over the Strawberry 2 building only a couple of years
previously), with the actual change of directors taking place on 5 March 1986. Yellow
2’s owner, Nick Turnbull, proudly declared at the time, ‘The Strawberry name is
one of the best in the world. We believe the studio’s reputation, coupled with the
extraordinary growth of Yellow 2, will put our engineers and producers at the sharp
end of the British recording scene.’5 Initially, this arrangement allowed Strawberry to
comprise two studios, one fully digital and still known as Yellow 2, although this set-
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up was contracted to just the one studio at the original Waterloo Road site in 1988 as
‘spreading the talent of both producers and engineers between the two studios during
the last two years has created the complicated problem for artists as to which studio to
use.’6 The impetus created by the merger gave the Studio an initial spur and, in 1988,
the Sunday Express, in its review of northern recording studios, reported that ‘Strawberry
Studios in Stockport have established an international reputation.’7 However, with
technology moving on at a pace it became difficult for the smaller studios to keep up
with those record company-owned concerns which had the financial backing to upgrade
their equipment where necessary and Strawberry got left behind. It came as no surprise,
therefore, when it was announced in the early 1990s that Strawberry’s owners had
decided to concentrate on video production rather than sound recording,8 thus ending
nearly a quarter of a century of such activity in Stockport. Indeed, by 1993, Strawberry
had closed its doors altogether, ending its association with the town and leaving the
building to be gutted and turned into open-plan office space.
Revising the narrative
One of the key elements in the rise of punk in 1976, as Haslam noted, was that it gave
cities such as Manchester and Liverpool an independence and credibility that had been
overshadowed by London in previous years.9 This change was reflected by the music
press of the time who began to investigate and report on the blossoming Manchester
scene. Stockport writer Paul Morley began to champion Manchester as he started
writing in the New Musical Express and, after a while, other music papers began to
follow suit. Melody Maker, on 3 June 1978, noted that the original Manchester punk
bands were now giving way to ‘a whole number of bands who can justly claim to make
up Manchester’s second wave’10 in the shape of such groups as Durutti Column, The
Fall and Joy Division.
And yet, the attitude of those who had set up Strawberry Studios, and even those
who chose to use it in the early 1970s, displayed many of the stubborn, gutsy and
confrontational characteristics that were supposed to be missing during this period of
an imagined lack of Mancunian pride. One of the earliest spurs for those setting up
Strawberry was the opportunity to counter the perceptions of the London-based music
fraternity. In 1973, one music paper reported that ‘Time was when their friends laughed
at the idea of a group from Stockport “making it”. They laughed all the more when 10cc
said they were going to start a local studio that would be as good as any in the world.’11
This was reinforced one year later when one of the recording studio trade journals
noted that ‘Pete Tattersall says people thought he was mad when he said he was going
to open a studio north of Wormwood Scrubs. Quite a way North, actually – Stockport.
“Who’s going to record there?” they asked him. “We will” he said.’12 As early as 1970,
when the embryonic 10cc were known as Hotlegs and were riding high on the back
of their one hit, they made a real effort to promote the northern origins of the record.
They emphasised to Melody Maker their desire to challenge the capital when they said
‘London has been the centre for God knows how long. Nobody has been able to record
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elsewhere if they wanted success. But now we are producing a hit sound from up here,
which just shows that it can be done’,13 a point picked up by other music papers too:
‘Hotlegs are very enthusiastic about the Strawberry set up and they hope it can be the
start of a breakaway from London as the one recording centre in Britain. Lol interjected
“Our foremost reason for making the record was to try and establish the Studios in
Stockport, Manchester.”’14
Other artists, too, were happy to use the Studio and declare their appreciation
of Strawberry’s location. Barclay James Harvest noted in 1972 that, ‘Most of the time
we’re happier away from London. I think it is relevant to say we don’t have to come
to London to be a success.’15 By 1973, 10cc continued to champion the studio and its
location; ‘Being in the North helps us to think more clearly. In London we’d probably
have all the wrong influences. We’d get seduced by ideas that wouldn’t be good for us.
Here, we know what’s right for us.’16 Others also noticed the band’s stance of putting
distance between themselves and the capital, saying they were ‘anything but slaves to
the trends and stultifying hipness which afflict the London music business.’17 When
they looked back at that period later on in the 1970s, 10cc were still adamant that
the geographical location of Strawberry had helped them make a definite statement
about their intentions: ‘The studio in Stockport, as well as helping us, was to help
other musicians who, like us, were getting fed up with having to go down to London
and having to pay London prices for studio time.’18 Strawberry’s owners had a vision
that would extend the influence of both the studio and the town itself when declaring,
‘Staffmen at Motown had a good run. Now it’s Stockport with the will to stretch the
pop song.’19 10cc’s desire to promote their roots and attitude was reinforced by the
northern industrial spirit evoked by Strawberry. This point was emphasised by 10cc’s
Graham Gouldman, looking back in 2006, when he suggested that the band’s whole
ethos, from writing to recording, had ‘something to do with coming from the north
of England and a working-class upbringing.’20 This ethos was also apparent when 10cc
were considering expanding the Studio in the mid 1970s, as noted by one journalist
who spoke to Tattersall in 1975: ‘Strawberry people don’t like to rush into things, they
won’t let themselves be tied down by merchant bank cash. Hence, they earn money
before they spend it. This philosophy built the studio from a mono tape recorder and
it’s still good when expanding from 16 to 24 track.’21
In essence, whilst the post-punk artists and producers used lyrics and personalities
to focus the media on their roots, bands such as 10cc did the opposite and attempted
to play down their own image and personality and push Strawberry with an effacing
northern attitude through the many Strawberry-centred quotes that they made in the
early 1970s. Whilst their pop-oriented music might have been the antithesis to that
of a number of artists from 1976 onwards, the punk narrative that states that bands
like 10cc are representative of an era where there was no regional pride or collective
northern spirit is way off the mark. In an era of mid-Atlantic music and glam-rock
extravagances, the ordinariness of 10cc, as shown by their lyrics and appearance, marked
out their northern origins. In the same way that later bands such as New Order were
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credited with being ‘willing to put their hard-earned back into their home city’,22 10cc’s
contribution to Strawberry (‘there are few other bands who have ploughed back so
much of their income into equipping their own studios on the scale that 10cc have
done’23) cannot be underestimated.
Whilst some have suggested that Manchester was a musical desert in the early
1970s, with little or no regional pride, Gary Herman, writing in 1973, offers a different
perspective: ‘Once upon a time, Manchester was best known to the pop/rock world
as a big town about 30 miles east of Liverpool […] The story of 10cc and Strawberry
Studios is really the story of pop in Manchester from the early sixties until today.’24
Strawberry has every right to claim some part of the Manchester music narrative in
much the same way that the Haçienda nightclub is often credited as being an integral
part of the ‘Madchester’ scene25 in the late 1980s. When the contribution of Strawberry
to a number of generations of musicians is taken into account, then the early 1970s
was of great significance to the Manchester music scene. This was recognised in City
Life which noted in 1991, ‘Strawberry has stood the test of time to become more than
just a studio space. Instead it exists as an inspiration for both new bands and new
industries.’26 Tony Wilson also declared that Factory Records owed a debt of gratitude
to Strawberry, ‘because 10cc were a Manchester band and they had taken the proceeds
of the delicious I’m Not In Love and had reinvested in their home. Reinvested. Built a
fuck-off studio. Respect.’27
The historical presence
The passing of time is now allowing for Strawberry’s history to gradually become more
prominent, after a period of silent mourning following its closure in 1993. Firstly, in
2002, the building’s owner Julien Bromley (who had taken over managing the property
from his father) noticed that many people in the town still referred to the building as
Strawberry even though the business had ceased trading nearly ten years previously. He
thought it would be both a nice tribute to the building’s history and a lure for potential
clients if he marketed the property using the Strawberry name and, in 2003, this was
placed on the outside of the building. In 2018, having taken over ownership of the
building, Damian Walsh further emphasised this by erecting signage that replicated the
iconic Strawberry logo of the late 1970s.

The Strawberry
building and heritage
signage in 2018
(Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)
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Then, in 2006 when the Stockport Heritage Trust was awarded a Lottery-funded
‘Awards For All’ grant in order to install ten new blue plaques within the town, the
Trust, aided by Stockport Council and the Stockport Express, gave the town’s residents
the chance to vote on a list of twenty-one potential recipients of a blue plaque.
Strawberry came second in this vote and the official award of Strawberry’s blue plaque
was marked by a ceremony on 2 May 2007. In 2017, as part of the celebrations for the
fiftieth anniversary of the Studio’s founding, the plaque was updated to more properly
reflect Strawberry’s rich musical history.

The revised heritage
blue plaque,
erected in 2017
(Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)

In 2017, Dr Peter Wadsworth expanded on his 2007 University of Manchester
PhD, working with Stockport Museum to put on an exhibition (Strawberry Studios: I
Am In Love) to showcase Strawberry’s history and contribution to the town. Initially,
the exhibition was to run for one year but was extended to twenty months as a result of
the significant number of visitors, just under 30,000 by the time the exhibition closed
(a record for Stockport Museum). A flavour of the positive feedback from those who
attended can still be viewed on the exhibition website.28

Stockport Museum
Exhibition
promotional flyer
(front) (Strawberry
Archive)
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Stockport Museum
Exhibition promotional
flyer (back) (Strawberry
Archive)

Eric Stewart’s red
Gibson guitar in the
Stockport Museum
exhibition in 2017
(Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)
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Stockport Museum
exhibition cases
in 2017 (Peter
Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)

The mayors of Greater
Manchester and
Stockport visiting the
exhibition in 2017
(Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)

One of the key objectives of the exhibition was to extend it beyond just the
museum building to engage with as many people as possible. A number of talks were
given at the museum or at external events (such as local history society meetings), and a
programme of ‘Strawberry Sunday’ talks and musical performances by local bands were
held at the Seven Miles Out arts centre to coincide with the monthly Vintage Village
in the town. Exhibition Curator Janny Baxter and Wadsworth also helped record an
online audio tour for National Talking Express as a means of extending the exhibition’s
reach to a more diverse audience. The exhibition also provided opportunities for local
artists to display works alongside more conventional historical items. For example,
Manchester mosaic artist Mark Kennedy was commissioned to create a piece of art for
the exhibition itself.
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Mark Kennedy
mosaic in Stockport
Museum 2017
(Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)

In the October of 2017, as part of the national Heritage Open Weekend
programme, with the support of the building owner and Chris Hewitt (CH Vintage
Audio), a small band of volunteers then recreated a mock-up of Strawberry’s control
room in its original location and using much of the equipment that had sat in the room
whilst Strawberry was open. Mirroring the interest being shown in the exhibition down
the road, over a thousand people visited the free event and overwhelming demand led to
one further weekend before the work was all dismantled again.

The reconstructed
control room in 2017
(Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)
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Original Strawberry
tape boxes in the
reconstructed control
room in 2017
(Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)

After Strawberry Studios: I Am In Love closed, a permanent Strawberry gallery
was established in Stockport Museum and, as well as remaining popular to visitors,
has hosted book launches by photographer Paul Slattery (who had photographed Joy
Division outside Strawberry in July 1979) and historian Liam Newton who has written
the official history of 10cc.

Photographer Paul
Slattery in front
of his 1979 Joy
Division photographs
in Stockport
Museum in 2018
(Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)

Author Liam Newton
and Peter Wadsworth
at the 10cc biography
book launch in 2020
(Sean Macreavy /
Strawberry Archive)
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All of the above show Strawberry’s historical presence has undertaken a journey,
from forgotten building shell in the late 1990s to a thriving historical presence by 2022,
championed by individuals, groups and the town of Stockport itself. In rescuing and
re-examining the Studio’s history and contribution to Manchester and British music
history, it seems that Strawberry Recording Studios is still very much alive and has
much to offer historians from a number of different perspectives.

Strawberry’s iconic red Helios mixing desk in 1973
(Strawberry Archive)

Strawberry Mastering pin badge
(Janny Baxter / Stockport Museum)
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Cover of Strawberry’s
promotional brochure in
1984 (Strawberry Archive)

Advertisement from Beat Instrumental,
December 1971 (Strawberry Archive)

Manchester City’s Boys in Blue record label
from 1972 (Strawberry Archive)

Strawberry in 1973 (Stockport Image Archive,
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council)

Manchester United’s Glory Glory Man Utd
record label from 1983 (Strawberry Archive)

Promoting the Strawberry exhibition at
Stockport Museum (Peter Wadsworth /
Strawberry Archive)
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Front cover of the Hit Songwriting and
Recording, April 1976, showing the link
between 10cc and Strawberry Studios
(Strawberry Archive)

The exterior of Strawberry Studios in 1984
(Peter Wadsworth / Strawberry Archive)

Cover of Paul Slattery’s Joy Division at Strawberry Studios
(London: Legends Publishing, 2019) which was launched in the
Strawberry Gallery at Stockport Museum in 2019
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The Strawberry logo from the
Strawberry promotional brochure
in 1984 (Strawberry Archive)
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